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Want to know how Lead the Way will help you meet the new requirements?
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Discover why Lead The Way and Outside The Box Science are even better together:

www.macmillaneducation.es/lead-the-way
For a sales presentation, sample materials or a digital demo, visit:
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• Co-teaching

• Plurilingualism

• Formative Assessment

• Interculturality

• Cross-curricular Projects

Digital Reader Collection

Linguistic Mediation

• Learning Situations

Access to video, animations
and audio from the course.

• Communication including

NEW CONTENT

NEW METHODOLOGY

Pupil’s App on Navio
Lighter content
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Pupil’s Book 3

An attractive scene featuring the course characters

A fun song video presents

a new or related grammar

introduces the unit context and storyline.

The Real-world communication section in every unit presents

structure, with accompanying

This lesson presents and
The first lexical set is presented via ten new vocab items,

All your digital resources
in one place

BASIC
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SPECIFIC
COMPETENCES

NEW
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ELEMENTS

OUTPUT PROFILE

Digitalisation

Pupil’s Book with
Digital Pupil’s Book
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Discovering the LOMLOE

labeled within the scene to provide a clear model.
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Advantage: access to exclusive
resources and training opportunities
for Macmillan Education teachers.
Progress Tracker

EDUCATIONAL
GOALS

Classroom Presentation Kit
For engaging, interactive lessons.
Test Generator
Teacher’s Resource Centre:
- Methodology handbook
- Additional vocabulary & grammar
worksheets
- Graded tests at 3 levels
- Assessment for Learning handbook
- Assessment rubrics
- External exam practice tests

Teacher’s App
Teacher’s Book

- Something for Everyone
Photocopiable Book
- Flashcards
- Word cards
- Mindfulness Activity Cards
- SEL & Mindfulness Posters

Gender
Equality

GENERAL
PRINCIPLES

Children’s
Rights

Teacher’s
Resource Box

with

FOR TEACHERS

PRIMARY

The Writing section

a meaningful, real-world situation giving learners a genuine

dance moves to make the

practises six new words

presents a real-world genre

purpose to produce the language they’ve learned.

language more memorable.

related to the unit theme.

to give students an authentic
purpose for writing.

Every ability icons

Leading the way with multi-literacies
Lead the Way has a unique focus on multi-literacies via visually engaging multi-media
texts which develop essential critical, visual and information literacy skills; guiding

students to become better language learners by developing their linguistic mediation
skills and their ability to facilitate mutual understanding of texts.

the

Way

Leading the way with
real world communication
Lead the Way provides real world

Teachers

signal the extra

The context for

Assessment for

activities available in the

the first grammar

learning rubrics

Something For Everyone

point is presented

promote active

photocopiable resources.

through a dialogue.

learning.

A model is presented,
then learners are
encouraged to notice
significant features
own piece of writing.

offers communicative

presents the

The unit song

practice of the new

grammar in a

provides controlled

Focusing on a core

grammar structure.

subskill helps learners

highly visual way.

productive practice

build sentence level

of the new words.

writing skills.

content which gives students a genuine

Team time activities provide

purpose to communicate in meaningful

collaborative communication practice.

real-world contexts. Termly projects

Pupils practise the new language in

The Look box provides helpful hints.

a communicative game using cutouts.

The functional language box

require pupils to work collaboratively

to respond to inspiring real-world
challenges and learning situations,

provides

A Mindfulness animation

A phonics box presents

/ audio calms and focuses

a target letter/sound for

pupils before the lesson.

the story.

The Talk Partners activity provides
their communication.

language prompts.

have

to create an inclusive

classroom in which every child
learns, in every lesson, to the very
best of their ability, setting them up
for exam success.

pupils with a chance to personalise

provides learners with authentic

Autonomous learning
is promoted through
self-assessment.

Read the world is the main literacy lesson in the unit, exposing

An 8-frame comic-strip story featuring

learners to a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts.

the course characters and set in Amazing

Education for Sustainable
Development and Citizenship

City, continues the unit storyline.
Another science question

new

solutions and a wealth of innovative
classes.

before creating their

The Talk Partners activity

The colour-coded
grammar box

Leading the way
to bilingualism
Lead the Way builds bridges between subjects

to facilitate cross-curricular learning, and
carefully links English and Science content.
This supports teaching and learning and allows

teachers to easily recycle and reinforce key
science content within the English classroom,
and encourages children to develop
plurilingual strategies.

which activate problem-solving and
decision-making skills.

Leading the way to
inclusive classrooms
Lead

Inspire your students to become engaged global

is posed, linking to the

Each unit contains two

Leading the way
to wellbeing

resources for supporting ‘Every
Ability’

the tools

citizens with a respect for cultural diversity and

topic of the reading text.

science questions to link

the lesson topic to a topic

the ability to think critically.

This lesson focuses on

in the science curriculum,

Lead the Way has a social and
emotional learning syllabus supported
by optional mindfulness resources,
which creates a positive
classroom environment
optimum for child-centred learning.
Nurturing lifelong learning strategies,
and a responsible attitude towards
sustainability and inclusivity, Lead the
Way has global citizenship and wellbeing
at its heart.

Our methodological framework

multi-literacy skills, in this

reinforcing the cross-

based on Global Knowledge,

case information literacy

curricular link.

Attitudes and Actions and the

and visual literacy.

United Nations’ Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs) will
help you to create an inclusive

The story provides a

classroom environment.

springboard for the
discussion and development

The lesson ends with

of a social and emotional

a global citizenship

learning (SEL) competency,

question.

reinforced by a SEL poster.

Learners are encouraged to use critical

thinking skills through searching questions.

